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Abstract 

 

This survey provides an insight to the Quality of Service (QoS) provision in Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANET) 

through Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) and Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 

(UMTS). In order to provide ubiquitous and pervasive connectivity for the high mobility vehicular networks in 

dynamically changing context and service adapting situations, careful techniques must be adopted to provide QoS in 

VANET applications. To address different implementation scenarios and overcome the shortcomings of WAVE and 

UMTS, I some alternatives were captured to improve QoS in VANET either by amalgamating WAVE/UMTS or 

through some other viable protocols. 
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1 Introduction 

Vanet: vehicular ad hoc are infrastructure less networks step towards making vehicles more intelligent while on roads. 

The concept of vanet is to make it possible for the vehicles to communicate with each other. Use applications while 

movie such using VoIP application Google talk or Skype or multimedia streaming more critical applications would be 

incident alerts or traffic alerts. Makin intelligent machines would increase sale of a particular brand if it incorporates 

this future trend as well as will make vehicle driving more safety oriented.  

Scientists are extensively researching to bring this concept to reality. It is supposed that ambulances firefighting and 

police will be the first to form a vanet. 

 

2 UMTS 

Universal mobile telecommunication system infrastructure cellular networks based on SM technology. It works on radio 

access technology and thus provides more efficiency, bandwidth. And has wider coverage 

 

3 Vanet QOS requirements 

Vanet QoS are specifically application requirements of certain quality. For example vehicles in the vanet would require 

getting traffic alerts such as traffic jam/or road accident in certain locality and should be informed so that they can 

choose an alternate route. The delay sensitive application such as voice over IP and multimedia streaming application 

would require higher band width. 
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4 Reason for integrating wave and UMTS 

The integration is combining the plus points of both the technologies such as the wider range of UMTS and 

infrastructure availability which will be a cost effective approach. As well the less expensive wave structure. UMTS 

infrastructure as is centralized will make vanet communication more secure. And its infrastructure availability does not 

make the communication dependent on the availability of nodes all these will enhance capability of providing quality of 

service by vanet. 

 

5 Quality of service in WAVE 

Based on 802.11p, WAVE exploits the two important channel operations i.e. channel routing and channel selection. The 

WAVE and 802.11p follow the 802.11e Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) QoS model. WAVE further 

adds the feature of transmitting (WAVE Short Message Protocol) WSMP packets and enforces each WSMP packet 

should be transmitted using the data rate, channel number and transmission power defined in the packet The WAVE 

implements channel operations using Channel Coordination Function (CCF). The channel router examines the 

EtherType field of 802.2 headers to determine the WSMP channel number and routes it to the appropriate queue 

(Yasser L. Morgan). If it detects an invalid channel number, the packet is simply discarded. The channel selector 

decides when and how long to monitor a channel and discard the communication if the channel is no longer available. 

QoS levels are defined by providing different access classes and using the contention window mechanism. Selecting the 

highest access class is enforced by using the attributes like size of contention window, back off time and size of 

Arbitrary Inter Frame Spacing. The Lower the number of access class, the higher will be the priority and smaller will be 

the contention window and AIFS. 

 

 
Fig. 1 

 

WAVE provides specifications, both for physical layer and Media Access Control (MAC) layer, (Kamini). Dedicated 

Short Range Communication (DSRC), specified under IEEE 802.11P being dedicated to provide QoS at MAC layer. 

It is an established fact that WAVE can provide QoS with low latency in safety applications such as hazard warnings, 

vehicle maneuvering and cooperative automatic cruise control (Yunpeng Zang1). If the communication is supported by 

Road Side Units (RSU), WAVE can fulfill the requirements of safety and non-safety applications. 

Most of WAVE deployments use frequency spectrum of 75MHzband at 5.9 GHz, divided into 7 channels, each 

operating at 10 MHz, allowing a high data transmission rate of 6 - 27 Mbps and short range communication in 

proximity of 300 meters. Later on, in 2008, 30MHz frequency has also been approved for use in Europe. 

 

6 Quality of service in UMTS 

Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) is an improved version of 3G and is a step ahead of regular 

cellular communication technology. It operates at a frequency of 2 GHz and allows a peak data rate of 2Mbps and 384 

Kbps for upload and download. The UMTS High Speed Data Packet Access offers the data transmission rate up to 7.2 

Mbps/ 2Mbps (Tarik, Abderrahim). UMTS widens the communication range of the network typically ranging from 8 to 

10 Km per base station. 

UMTS introduces a concept of “Bearer Service” that ensures the Quality of Service in all aspects such as control 

signaling, user plane transport and QoS management functionality. It addresses the QoS challenges by defining four 

types of traffic classes for different categories of applications (Emanuel, Gabriel) as summarized in the table below: 
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Table 1 

Traffic classes Characteristics Application 

Conversational 

(CO) 

Low delay, low jitter, symmetric traffic, no buffering speech, VoIP, Video 

Streaming (ST) Moderate delay, moderate jitter, asymmetric traffic, buffering allowed video 

streaming, 

Audio streaming 

Interactive (IN) Moderate jitter, asymmetric traffic, buffering allowed, request response 

pattern 

Web browsing 

Background (BK) destination doesn’t expect data within a certain time, preserve payload 

content, asymmetric traffic, buffering allowed 

Email, file 

downloading 

 

Quality of Service requires agreed mechanisms for traffic bearers in local bearer, UMTS bearer and external bearer 

domains. In UMTS Bearer QoS, the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) is responsible for controlling UMTS Bearer 

service QoS, which is composed of two important components. 

The Radio Access Bearer (RAB) is a combination of Radio Bearer (RB) and Iu bearer that require radio resources over 

the air. The Iu bearer service requires QoS for IP and ATM transport. 

Backbone Bearer QoS is an IP based packet switched network implemented within the Core Network. It inherits the IP 

QoS techniques such as Differentiated Services (DiffServ) or Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). 

UMTS defines how UMTS Bearer QoS mechanisms incorporate with the IP QoS mechanisms 

 

 
Fig. 2: Architecture of UMTS bearer service 

 

UMTS bearers have to be generic by nature (Jouni, Antti) in order to allow compatibility with the existing application 

and future extensibility to accommodate the evolving technologies. 

 

7 Is WAVE sufficient to provide QoS in VANET? 

WAVE is aimed at providing support to vehicular movement at low speeds and closer proximity of about 300 – 500 

meters through WLAN at 2.4 GHz although it can deliver required QoS to the applications but needs alternatives to deal 

with transmission over longer distances. 

WAVE is prone to external interference and suffers with increased number of nodes in a given area. Many other radio 

devices such as cordless phones, mobile devices, computers etc. can further add to the congestion and force the 

communicating vehicular devices to frequently switch their channels. If the given channels get busy, the communication 

and information processing delays could become unreasonably large and pose serious question mark to the safety 

critical applications. 

WAVE relies on a contention based medium access method i.e. CSMA/CA and by design, it has to avoid collision in 

communication. If the number of users increases in a given area, the chances of cross channel interference and collision 

also rise. Based on this principal I assume that the QoS in WAVE heavily relies on the number of nodes participating in 

the ad hoc network. It also suffers from Near-far disturbance problem, i.e. the critical safety messages from the remote 

vehicle may not reach us due to near end interference. 

The Quality of Service Channel Coordination Function (CDF) heavily relies on the time synchronization source in the 

WAVE channel selection. If the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is usually provided through Global 
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Positioning System, becomes unavailable, the entire communication may collapse in absence of an alternate time 

keeper.  

In addition to the time source and channel selection problem, WAVE also doesn’t make an effective use of the 

frequency spectrum. The source and control channels are bifurcated strictly that may cause a contention situation when 

all the available control channels are occupied and a safety message from a distant vehicle arrives. 

WAVE may not necessarily suit all deployment scenarios and road conditions. An example is of a long highway with 

very fast but little number of vehicles. The vehicles may not communicate to each other due to long intra-vehicle 

distances and if we plan to deploy the RSUs, it will lead to a huge infrastructural cost 

 

8 Can UMTS in integration with WAVE provide efficient network 

connectivity? 

As we can see a number of challenges posed on VANET by the native design of WAVE, we need to redesign WAVE or 

opt for a better alternative that can fully complement or supplement WAVE to improve QoS it in the given scenarios  

1) UMTS networks are built using well defined infrastructure that provides coverage over large distance. Taking 

further advantage of the infrastructure we can deeply integrate authentication, high mobility and security. On the 

other hand, the transmission delay is increased as there is no direct communication among the mobile nodes and 

every message has to take its route through the central infrastructure. This leads us to an amalgamation of WAVE 

and UMTS; WAVE to be used over shorter distances & direct communication, while UMTS for high mobility 

and transmission over longer distances.  

2) Although the transmission delay in UMTS is greater than WAVE in general, but use of infrastructure allow s 

multiple nodes to communicate to a group of other vehicles simultaneously. In WAVE, the CSMA/CA strictly 

disallows simultaneous transmissions and the number of participating vehicles adversely affected the channel 

capacity, while in UMTS the dedicated bandwidth and ability to simultaneously multicast messages over longer 

distances through fixed infrastructure is an added advantage. 

3) Admission control in UMTS networks support real-time and ordinary traffic whereas transport mechanism of 

WAVE is best–effort. 

4) In UMTS, bearer parameters are negotiated such as bearer type, bit rate, bit error rate (BER), transfer rates etc. 

(Maciej, Ziemowit and Marcin) These parameters can be negotiated on a new connection or during handing off 

existing connections. The bearers may be scheduled or even pre-empted for specific type of traffic and are 

flexible to adapt to varying network conditions such as status of link, available bandwidth and quality of radio. 

5) Keeping in view the characteristics of WAVE and UMTs, one can easily derive an idea of integrating both 

services under the same hood to achieve QoS in vehicular networks over short and long distances while 

implementing better techniques of channel utilization. 

 

9 Integrating UMTS into WAVE 

Since UMTS and WAVE are complementary to each other in terms of technique, infrastructure, frequency, 

performance, range and cost, it is practically infeasible to merge both into a single technology or protocol. Most of the 

researches have therefore suggested hybrid models to enjoy the features of both WAVE and UMTS. A typical 

integration model may comprise of using WAVE for close proximity communication or dealing with the low latency 

and local hazard warning applications; while using UMTS for longer distances or effectively utilizing the 

communication channels to provide QoS. (Yunpeng Zang, Bing Han) GPS devices can be used for acquiring location 

information and time synchronization 

 

10 Approaches to integrate UMTS into WAVE 

Several studies and research works have been out there to propose integration approaches for UMTS and 802.11 based 

vehicular networks. Few of them are listed below: 
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10.1   An architecture for integrating UMTS and 802.11 WLAN networks 
 

Under this approach, the low cost extensions of UMTS and 802.11 LANs are deployed to cover the hot spots. The data 

is maintained via best-effort approach through WAVE and UMTS takes care of the voice in parallel. This model defines 

two commonly used scenarios: 

1) Roaming Scenario, in which WAVE and UMTS are not connected to each other, however a user may subscribe to 

any required network if both networks are operated by the same service provider. 

2) Hotspot Scenario, where the UMTS operators allow robust connectivity in specific areas called hotspots. 

 The mobile nodes can access both networks provided that they are equipped with dual interfaces, one connected to 

802.11 networks and the other to the UMTS 

The UMTS and WAVE networks could be joined through IPv6 backbone, UMTS authentication infrastructure, storing 

user data in SIM card or through any viable connection (Muhammad Jaseemuddin). 

 

10.2   An efficient routing protocol for connecting vehicular networks to the internet 
 

Here, a new protocol was designed that utilizes the attributes of vehicular movement and forecast the future behavior of 

the vehicles. Based on the perceived vehicle movements, the vehicle is connected to the wired network via a route with 

maximum possible lifetime. The routing protocol then spreads the advertisement messages without flooding the 

vehicular network and performs seamless handovers.  

The gateway discovery process is limited to a predefined geographical zone and only few relays are allowed to 

rebroadcast the advertised messages. The transmission range and the future locations of the vehicles can then be 

forecasted through stability matrix (Abderrahim). 

 

10.3   An intelligent agent-based scheme for vertical handover management across 

heterogeneous networks 
 

This technique incorporates an intelligent and adaptive agent in the vehicles and access points to perceive the 

environment and then the vertical handovers are done for the best available network using a knowledge plane. It is 

important to note that several access methods are combined here using IP as glue and the agents in the network devices 

are autonomous, adaptive and distributed in nature (Atiq Ahmed). 

 

10.4   Dynamic clustering-based adaptive mobile gateway management in integrated vanet 3G 

heterogeneous wireless networks 
 

Dynamic clustering is yet another approach to form a group of vehicles according to different metrics. This clustering 

could take place on the basis of direction of movement, UMTS signal strength, IEEE 802.11p wireless transmission 

range, TTL value of a cluster, and so on (Abderrahim) 

By operating more than one gateway, bottlenecks and congestion can be treated more effectively. 

 

11 Critical points of integration approaches 

The research literature on the subject has undoubtedly made a great contribution in achieving a better vehicular 

environment by combining the features of WAVE and UMTS but has also highlighted more areas to be explored while 

leaving a point of criticism in their own proposed techniques.  Few important points are mentioned below: 

 

1) WAVE greatly suffers from the collisions at MAC layer. This Is due to synchronization back off processes for the 

channel selection and switching. Control channels or the high priority messages also suffer from these collisions 

as the back off windows are small in 802.11P and the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) relies on RTS/ 

CTS mechanism to share the media. 

2) In order to provide seamless and reliable end to end connectivity, the underlying network architecture must ensure 

the required quality of service. UMTS, although being way ahead than WAVE can still only ensure quality of 

service for delay-sensitive traffic if and only if it is working in Radio Resource Control (RRC) mode.  

3) The areas unsuitable for WAVE must assume UMTS connectivity in the entire area. This could lead to serious 

issues of handoff & service continuity if there are UMTS dead spots on the way. 

4) All integration approaches proposed using two radios for communication. This could have been simplified by 

using dual band network interface cards. Same could go for the communication equipment, i.e. using a dual-band 
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communication infrastructure will not only elevate several challenges of WAVE but also provide a better 

configuration for UMTS or other 3G technologies. 

5) A mobile node can connect to a single network only at a given time. It means that the nodes often skip the 

chances of availing the potential bandwidth available in WAVE or UMTS network. 

6) The time source in all approaches referred to a GPS device. This overhead could have been taken off by allowing 

UMTS to be used as a time source. 

7) Currently GPS is the only navigation system referred to in the available literature. More research needs to be 

carried out to incorporate the upcoming standard such as GLONASS. 

8) It is always claimed that the vertical handoff is or has to be seamless; the techniques are however not mentioned. 

9) Performance analysis seems to be a grey area in the research material of integration approaches. One only finds it 

in the “future work” section of the paper. It is also possible that the simulation results deviate from the actual 

deployment scenarios. 

10) Admission control also needs a great attention in context of resource optimization, bandwidth contention and 

privacy. 

11) The integration approaches, QoS and routing protocols deal with data and applications. No mechanism was found 

to prioritize the actual traffic according to the type of vehicles such as ambulances, firefighting vehicles, school 

vans, police escorts, etc. 

12) Every paper defines a new protocol structure or some additional overhead to the existing protocols. Had it been 

better if researchers opted for industry standard protocols that could provide the quality of service in the 

respective areas such as MPLS, WWAN, WiMAX, EVDO, LTE etc 

 

12 Conclusion 

After comparing all the pros and cons of WAVE and UMTS, despite all the criticism, our interest still remains to ensure 

availability and quality of service in the vehicular network before, during and after handoffs. It is also important to note 

that WAVE and UMTS complement each other in certain scenarios and can improve service availability and graceful 

handoffs in most of the scenarios where adequate infrastructure is available; however UMTS can still not provide the 

quality of service for life critical safety applications. Future consideration for VANET applications must be the QoS 

models, QoS signaling mechanism, QoS routing protocols and QoS medium access methods so as to ensure stateful 

service availability, service migration/ handoff and reliability in dynamically changing contexts. 
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